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SQL Server to Snowflake
with Canvas PolarSled



ViewShift for
SQL Server

This tool migrates the views from SQL Server to 

Snowflake. ViewShift can operate in two modes: 

Online and Offline, here source DDLs extracted from 

SnowAnalyser are converted to Snowflake-compatible  

DDLs and the views are created in Snowflake.

Benefits:
ViewShift reduces the migration time from 
weeks to minutes with 70-80% accuracy.

SmartAnalyzer for
SQL Server

This tool does landscape analysis and provides 

auto insights on the source database. It extracts 

the various database objects, their DDL and even 

evaluates and provides the complexity of views, 

stored procedures, etc.

Benefits:
SmartAnalyzer tool reduces the analysis time 
and effort up to 60%.

About 

LTIMindtree, using its Canvas PolarSled framework, has helped businesses in the journey of migrating from 

SQL Server to Azure-based Snowflake platform leveraging its pre-built utilities to ease the transition path. 

LTIMindtree Canvas PolarSled framework addresses the core challenges of designing, accelerating and 

governing a data transformation journey using the pre-built utilities like:

Microsoft SQL Server is one of the most used proprietary databases, which Microsoft generally bundles with

its other data management services. Having a large presence across the globe with businesses, Microsoft has

tried to leverage the cloud adoption theme by luring its customers to Azure-based technology landscape,

giving them the power, scalability and cost-effectiveness of cloud. Snowflake has been one of the premium

partners of Microsoft Azure, by bundling Snowflake with the Azure landscape ecosystem.



LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to reimagine 

business models, accelerate innovation, and maximize growth by harnessing digital technologies. As a digital transformation 

partner to more than 700+ clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive domain and technology expertise to help drive superior competitive 

differentiation, customer experiences, and business outcomes in a converging world. Powered by nearly 90,000 talented and 

entrepreneurial professionals across more than 30 countries, LTIMindtree — a Larsen & Toubro Group company — combines

the industry-acclaimed strengths of erstwhile Larsen and Toubro Infotech and Mindtree in solving the most complex business 

challenges and delivering transformation at scale. For more information, please visit www.ltimindtree.com.

LTIMindtree Limited is a subsidiary of Larsen & Toubro Limited

CloudUpload for
SQL Server

This tool migrates historical data from SQL Server 

to Snowflake. The source data is provided in the 

form of flat files. Data can be provided in many file 

formats. Like CSV, Parquet, etc. This tool encrypts 

and compresses the data before migration.

Benefits:
CloudUpload loads the data in parallel reducing 
the migration time from days to hours.

TableShift for
SQL Server

This tool migrates tables from SQL Server to 

Snowflake. TableShift can operate in two modes: 

Online and Offline, here source DDLs extracted from 

SnowAnalyser are converted to Snowflake-compatible  

DDLs and the tables are created in Snowflake. This tool 

also automatically maps datatypes.

Benefits:
TableShift reduces the migration time from 
weeks to minutes with 100% accuracy.

Case Study: For a Global Battery Energy Storage 
Major, TableShift converted 100+ table DDLs within 
15 minutes with 100% accuracy, and without any 
manual intervention.


